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Television and Radio Announcing takes a practical, career-oriented approach to the study of
broadcast performance by successfully blending the coverage of theory with the practice of
announcing.Now in its eleventh edition, this classic book incorporates the broadest coverage of
any announcing text in the market. Hailed for its compelling, conversational writing style, Hyde’s
work offers timeless and relevant information for those new to broadcasting, while emphasizing
the most successful techniques in the field. The new edition has been revised to reflect the
recent technology and market changes affecting announcers today and retains the same
overriding goal of previous editions: to help readers become more effective and responsible
communicators.

From the Back CoverTelevision and Radio Announcing, 11eStuart Hyde, San Francisco State
University Television and Radio Announcing takes a practical, career-oriented approach to the
study of broadcast performance by successfully blending the coverage of theory with the
practice of announcing. Now in its eleventh edition, this classic text offers the broadest coverage
of announcing available today. Hailed for its compelling, conversational writing style, Hyde’s
work offers timeless and relevant information to new broadcasting students while emphasizing
the most successful techniques in the field. The new edition has been revised to reflect the
recent technology and market changes affecting announcers today and retains the same
overriding goal of previous editions: to help students become more effective and responsible
communicators. New and classic features to this text include:- “Checklist” boxes throughout
the text give step-by-step instructions to students who are just learning the basics of
announcing.- Scripts throughout each chapter offer students the opportunity to immediately
practice the concepts they are learning about within the text.- “Spotlight” boxes are written
by professionals in the announcing field and give tips on how to improve voice personality, how
to sound like a local, and more.- New “Student Voices” boxes are essays written by real
students who offer a personal slant on several key topics including: Podcasting, Internet radio,
YouTube and MTV VJs. Praise for Television and Radio Announcing, 11e: “This text is strong in
a number of ways. I think its greatest strength lies in the practical tips for improving performance
skills and strategizing career opportunities. The text clearly suggests the author’s long history in
the field, without being rarified and academic.” — Ceilidh Charleson-Jennings, Collin County
Community College .
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Lauren, “The Fundamentals Are Still Relevant. I got this book for my Radio Production class and
the price was very very good! Especially for a new hardcover book. The fundamentals about TV
and Radio are still very relevant to todays entertainment world. However, the technology and
hardware they speak on is of course outdated and there's new equipment used now. But for the
price (less than 6 Bucks) you can't beat it. I recommend, I'm learning more and even things I
didn't know about the history of tv & radio broadcasting.”

Loly Marz, “Buy it!. Bought this textbook for my RTVF: Announcing and Performing course and I
absolutely love this book. I know its going to serve to be very useful even after my class is over in
December. It has plenty of insight for any student looking to advance or begin their announcing
career. I love that my professor allowed me to purchase this edition instead of the newer version
of this same book. He says it is just as relevant and much cheaper! (i bought mine used)”

CM, “Good Price. Got it for school and they were trying to charge me over $200, so this was a
great steal. The outside of it is a little rough and messed up but the pages are fine.”

Matt Evans, “The best textbook I'm so glad I ordered great textbook little .... The best textbook
I'm so glad I ordered great textbook little bit of damage but it doesn't hurt great book”

Robin Scott, “Television and Radio Announcing. This is a very good book for the class I am
taking. The book was in good condition and I am learning a lot about TV and radio announcing.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Future Talk show host. It is required reading for my class. It has pretty
useful tips”

Robin D., “Four Stars. book came in good condition”

Ludolph Mclaughlin, “Five Stars. Good condition”

The book by Herbert Zettl has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 26 people have provided feedback.
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